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Abstract 

This paper describes two experiments in interfacing a role-based access 
control model and a relational database. In the first, a role-based front 
end to a relational database with discretionary access control was built. In 
the second, a role graph to show the roles present in a standard relational 
database was built by consulting the privileges relation in the database. 
The two experiments are described. The conclusions are that these two 
mappings can be carried out satisfactorily, and that both can be useful. 
Some limitations of the relational to roles direction are discussed. 

1 Introduction 

Role-based access control has been described in many recent papers, including 
[N094, MD94, vSvdM94, TDH92, SCFY96, FWF94], as well as being the topic 
of at least one workshop [SY95]. Our work has focussed on defining a role graph 
model, discussing its placement in security modelling and introducing algorithms 
for manipulating role graphs [N094, N095]. Our view of role-based security is 
shown in Figure 1. Role modelling takes place in the middle plane where role graphs 
are defined. Authorization of a user to a privilege depends on the assignment of 
users to roles, the assignment of privileges to roles, and the relationships between 
roles as defined by the is-junior relationship [N094]. A role consists of a role name 
and a set of direct privileges. As well, any privileges available in roles junior to a 
role, say r, are available to any users assigned to role r. We call the total set of 
privileges available through a role its effective privileges. 

The role graphs in our model are required to be acyclic, have a single distin
guished role, MaxRole, which embodies all privileges in the system, and a single 
role, MinRole, which represents the minimum set of privileges available to all users. 
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Figure 1: Authorization in Role-Based Access Control 

MaxRole and MinRole may or may not have direct privileges. MaxRole and Min
Role may or may not have users assigned to them. 

Relational databases, up to now, have included, in the form of discretionary 
access control, the ability for users to be granted rights appropriate to relational 
databases, e.g. select, insert, update, delete, etc. of tuples by relation, package, 
index or view name. The ability of users to grant and revoke privileges on database 
relations to other users is part of the query language interface, and is part of the 
standard [MS93]. It is also typical of relational databases to store the relation 
descriptions and privileges in relations which are readable by SQL SELECT state
ments. The names of these relations are not part of the standard, and differ from 
one implementation to the next [MS93]. 

We do not consider mandatory access control in this paper. 
The rest of the paper describes two experiments. The first one involved taking 

a tool which allows role graphs to be specified, and mapped the resulting user
privilege pairs onto a relational database package. The second went in the other 
direction; i.e., it took the permissions contained in a relational database authoriza
tion table and created roles which were consistent with these permissions. Both 
experiments used a commercial relational database package which was not altered 
in any way for the experiment. 
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The role graph to relational experiment is described in the next section. Section 
3 presents the relational to role graph experiment. These two sections begin with 
a general discussion of the problem, followed by some details of the actual imple
mentation. At the end of these two sections is a brief discussion of the limitations 
or successes of the experiment. A general discussion about the two mappings is 
found in the conclusions in Section 4. 

2 Roles to Relational 

2.1 Background 

The first experiment was to take a role graph generated by a role definition tool 
and map the resulting user-privilege pairs onto a relational database. Although 
roles are now being defined for relational packages such as Oracle 7, this project 
assumed that the role model would replace any authorizations possible through the 
relational interface. In the Oracle 7 approach, the roles are in addition to the usual 
SQL discretionary access control mechanisms. The task here then was to replace 
the method of specifying authorizations by one through a role graph, but to still 
use the database's security mechanisms to ultimately record the authorizations 
and check them at run time. We also intend the database users to be able to 
access the database using the standard interfaces to the database package, with 
the authorizations having been predefined and possibly from time to time altered 
through the role graph. Our solution is non-intrusive in that we did not alter the 
database package in any way, but just provided a front end to deal with roles. 

The role-based approach involves centralized management of access control. 
There are no restrictions about who can alter the roles, but all access control must 
be described by and only available through the roles. Relational database access 
control, on the other hand, has decentralized management in that any user can be 
allowed to create tables and then to grant privileges on these tables. These com
mands are available through the standard interface, and can possibly be executed 
at any time by any user. To guarantee that all access control is through the roles, 
it may be necessary to set up the relational database in such a way that it is not 
possible for users to alter privileges through ordinary database commands. The 
details of what must be done to ensure this may differ from one relational package 
to another. 

2.2 Implementation 

We used IBM's DB2/60001 for this project. In DB2, any user who creates a table 
has what is called the CONTROL privilege on this table, which in turn allows them 
to grant and revoke privileges on the table through the GRANT and REVOKE 
statements. To ensure that this cannot happen, all users must have the CREATE 
TABLE privilege revoked before starting up the system which is to be controlled 

1IBM and DB2/6000 are trademarks of IBM Corporation. 
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by a role graph specification. This, coupled with the fact that no users are subse
quently given CONTROL privileges on any tables, means that only someone acting 
in the role of Database Administrator or System Administrator can alter privileges. 

In DB2/6000, users can also create views, packages and indexes. For views, the 
user has the CONTROL privilege only if they have the CONTROL privilege on the 
underlying tables. For packages and indexes, a user has CONTROL privilege only 
if given it explicitly by the Database Administrator or the System Administrator. 
A user can create an index only if they have the CONTROL privilege on the table 
or if they are a Database Administrator or a System Administrator. Thus if we 
make sure that users do not get CONTROL privileges on anything, they cannot 
change any privileges in a way that would bypass the role graph manager. 

Once this aspect of the relational package was accounted for, the roles to re
lational exercise was fairly straightforward. For each operation on the role graph, 
say the addition of a privilege to a role, or the addition of a role, the appropri
ate commands can be issued to the database to alter the privileges for the users 
assigned to the roles affected. 

In the implementation of the roles to relational experiment, it was decided to 
store the information from the role graph in the DB2/6000 database. An Entity 
Relationship model for this data is given in Figure 2. The resulting relation schemes 
are given in Appendix A. 

Users 

Figure 2: Entity Relationship Diagram for the Roles Data 

2.3 Discussion 
The implementation for this experiment allows for dynamic alterations to the per
missions. As the commands to alter the role graph are executed, the resulting grant 
and revoke operations can be passed on immediately to the database system by 
the role graph to relational translation, which has embedded calls to the relational 
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database, and which operates with the authority of a database administrator. The 
information concerning which user is authorized to which privilege is able to be 
completely stored in the authorization tables in the relational database. Informa
tion about the structure of the roles and their relationships is not able to be used 
by the relational system. 

3 Relational to Roles 

3.1 Background 

The second experiment was to take an existing relational database, examine its 
stored user-privilege pairs, and try to depict them as roles. The only way to 
generate groupings of privileges is to look at the total privileges each user has, 
and treat that initially as a role. If two users have identical privilege sets, then 
that is treated as one role (the role graph algorithms depend on no two roles 
having identical privilege sets). The edges in the role graph are then generated 
by comparing the privilege sets for subsetting relationships. From these edges, the 
direct privileges (those which are not available in junior roles) and total or effective 
privileges for each role are deduced. Redundant edges can be removed, and the 
role graph plotted in some way which puts MaxRole at the top, MinRole at the 
bottom, and other roles in between so that if role 'ri is senior to role 'rj, then '~'i is 
above 'rj in the picture. 

3.2 Implementation 
Again, we used DB2/6000 as the relational system in this experiment. A graphical 
user interface showing the resulting role graph was implemented using Tel [Ous94]. 
The level of the role in the diagram was determined by the number of effective 
privileges. Roles were placed horizontally in a manner that avoids one role being 
directly above another. The roles were allowed to be dragged horizontally to im
prove the appearance of the picture by reducing the crossing of edges and edges 
being superimposed on the nodes. 

The focus of this experiment was just the privileges on tables. The information 
needed is stored in the DB2 table SYSIBM.SYSTABAUTH. The first 14 rows of 
this table give everyone (PUBLIC) select authorization on the 14 tables which make 
up the stored schema of the relational database. These 14 rows were ignored for 
this experiment. Had they been left in, PUBLIC and PUBLIC's privileges would 
have ended up as MinRole. As it stands, if more than one node with no juniors is 
created, a separate MinRole is generated. Similarly, if all the tables dealing with 
privileges in DB2, SYSDBAUTH, SYSPLANAUTH and SYSINDEXAUTH, as well 
as SYSTABAUTH had been used, then SYSIBM would have ended up as MaxRole. 
As it stands, if more than one role has no seniors, we generate a separate MaxRole. 
This is not necessary if the database has only one database administrator, as that 
database administrator will have all the privileges anyone else has, and will end up 
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assigned to MaxRole. It should be noted that these limitations do not invalidate 
any of the conclusions below. 
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Figure 3: System Authorization Table I from DB2 Database 

Role Users Effective Privileges 
MaxRole LKR Provinces: All, Animals: All, 

Music: All 
Role 1 BRUCE Music: Update, Select, Index 
Role 2 HANAN, MAGI, JANICE, CURTIS Provinces: Select, Delete, Insert 
Role 3 CAM, WELCH, DSTOKES, TOBAN Provinces: Select, Delete, 

Animals: Select 
Role 4 SANDY Music: Delete, Select 
Role 5 PERV Music: Update, Select 
Role 6 ROBBINS Music: Update, Index 
Role 7 WARREN, PETE Provinces: Select 
Role 8 WHYME, YHUANG, SYLVIA Provinces: Delete 
Role 9 KATCHAB Music: Update 
Role 10 BAUER Music: Select 
Min Role None None 

Table 1: Summary of Privileges in Table I 

The SYSTABAUTH from DB2 is shown in Figure 3. The corresponding role 
graph is shown in Figure 4. Table 1 presents a summary of the same information. 
Figure 3 and ones like it are direct screen captures from the Tel program output. 
The roles in this figure have been moved horizontally to improve the appearance 
of the picture. 

As well as displaying the role graph, the tool allows the user to click on a role 
and have displayed all the users assigned to the role, all the direct privileges or 
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Database: canada 

Figure 4: Role Graph generated for Table I 

all the effective privileges. A suggested extension is to search for a given user or 
privilege. 

There are no limitations to the shape that the role graph resulting from a 
relational database can have. It can be "fiat", as in Figure 5, which corresponds 
to the privileges in Table 2, or it can be a straight line, as in Figure 6, which 
corresponds to Table 3. 

3.3 Discussion 

The first observation to make concerning this translation is that there is no way 
for the software to mechanically deduce role names. For this reason the names are 
initialized to numbers. The graphical user interface does, in fact, allow the user 
to change the names of the roles, once the role graph has been generated. This 
is not an ideal solution, however, because if the authorization table is changed in 
the relational database, the translation must be run again, and there is really no 
way to store the role names because the role graph might change to such an extent 
that it is not possible to figure out where the stored role names should be attached. 
This limitation means that, if role names are added once the role graph is created, 
we have a static solution which can give us snapshots of the authorizations in the 
relational database, but cannot really provide a dynamic picture of changes. 
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Database: canada 

Figure 5: A "Flat" Role Graph 

Role Users Effective Privileges 
MaxRole LKR, WELCH, PETE, TOBAN, SYLVIA Provinces: All 
Role 1 WARREN, MAGI, DSTOKES Provinces: Select 
Role 2 YHUANG Provinces: Delete 
Role 3 WHYME Provinces: Update 
Role 4 FLASH Provinces: Insert 
Role 5 IKE Provinces: Index 
Role 6 CAM Provinces: References 
MinRole None None 

Table 2: Privileges giving the flat role graph 

In spite of these limitations, the role graph picture is much more meaningful 
than the table of Y's and N's from DB2. As a snapshot of the authorizations in 
the database, it is, even in this form, a useful tool for someone trying to design and 
monitor the authorizations defined in the database. 

Another way in which the information extracted could be improved arises when 
a node is created which has no direct privileges. This happens because the roles are 
generated to correspond to each user. A partial example which illustrates this has 
the privileges shown in Table 4 and the role graph excerpt shown in Figure 7. Role 
1 does not really need to be in the graph. Magi would have the same privileges by 
being assigned to both roles 2 and 3. These roles could be automatically deleted, 
because they have no direct privileges, or the user could be asked, for each of these, 
whether or not they should be deleted. Also, the semantics of the application 
environment may have caused two or more roles with distinct job titles where we 
have one role with more than one privilege. For this to show up here as one role, 
these roles would have had the same users assigned to them. There is no way for 
the relational to roles translation to break up such a role. 
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:abase: canada 

Figure 6: A Straight Role Graph 

Users 
LKR 
MAGI 
CAM 
WELCH 
PETE 
WARREN 

Effective Privileges 
Provinces: All 
Provinces: Select, Insert, Delete, Reference, Alter 
Provinces: Select, Insert, Delete, Reference 
Provinces: Select, Insert, Delete 
Provinces: Select, Insert 
Provinces: Select 

Table 3: Privileges giving the straight role graph 
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Effective Privileges 
Provinces: Select, Insert, Delete, Reference 
Provinces: Select, Insert 
Provinces: Delete, Reference 

Table 4: Role with no direct privileges 
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Figure 7: Role Graph Node with no Direct Privileges 

4 Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from these two experiments: 

• Access control can be considered to be defined by an access matrix, which 
has users along one dimensions, objects on the other and access modes as 
the matrix entries. The access modes in the case of relational databases are 
the operations specified for relations such as select, insert, update, etc. We 
view a privilege as being an <object, access mode> pair, so in our case, we 
need to be able to describe the required mapping between users and privi
leges. Both experiments were successful in the sense that the mapping did 
not introduce errors, and the mapping was able to transform the minimum 
amount of information necessary to maintain the user-privilege pairs, i.e. to 
pass on all the information which would have been in an access matrix for 
the same system. 

• The roles to relational mapping goes from a domain of more information to 
a domain of less information. The relational to roles mapping goes in the 
opposite direction. It is inevitable that in the relational to roles direction, 
not enough information is available to completely describe a role graph. We 
accommodated this by allowing the user to add role names, once the roles 
were derived. The roles might have been divided, or in the case of roles with 
no direct privileges, not present at all if the authorizations had been designed 
using a role graph tool. 
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• The roles to relational mapping can be used in a dynamically changing envi
ronment_ As roles change, the changes can be transmitted to the underlying 
relational system as they occur. The mapping from relational to roles cannot 
be dynamic once role names have been added to the resulting role graph. 

• Both transformations are useful. It might be quite desirable to design and 
maintain access control for a relational database using a role graph tool with 
the algorithms to dynamically create and alter roles, as the front end for a 
relational database application environment. The first experiment shows that 
this is feasible. 

The transformation of an existing relational database's permissions to a role 
graph gives a manager a much more meaningful way of viewing the existing 
state of the authorizations of a system. The software developed by the second 
experiment allows the database administrator to see what users and privileges 
are associated with each role. It also shows what privileges are introduced 
in each role as direct privileges. Although it cannot dynamically keep up to 
changes in the underlying relational system once role names have been added, 
for a static situation it will be very useful. 
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Appendix A: Relation Schemes for Roles to Relational 

• ROLES - This is a list of all the roles in the graph. It has one attribute. 

RoleName varchar(30) NOT NULL - is the primary key for the table, and 
represents the name of a role. 

• PRIVS - This holds all the privileges in the graph. It has five attributes: 

PrivAlias varchar(30) NOT NULL - is the primary key for the table, and is 
an alias name for the combination of fields that make up a privilege. 

SystemTable varchar(30) - is one of the three system tables in which DB2 
stores the information about privileges. The three tables are sysibm.systabauth 
(for table and view privileges), sysibm.sysplanauth (for package privileges), 
and sysibm.sysindexauth (for indices). This represents the system table to 
be queried when examining a users privileges. 

AuthName varchar(30)- is the name of the privilege in the system table. It 
is usually, but not always the PRIV followed by the world AUTH. 

Priv varchar(30) - is the name of the privilege granted. It should not be 
confused with the privilege alias, which will also have information about the 
object the privilege is granted on. 

Object varchar(30) - is the database item that the privilege is for. It can be 
a database, a table, a view, an index or a database package. 

• USERS - This is a list of users on the system. A user is stored as their username. 

UserName varchar(30) NOT NULL - is the primary key for the table, and 
represents the userid of a user. 

• ROLE_PRIVS - This provides a link between the roles table and the privileges ta
ble, listing what privileges belong in what roles. Both direct and indirect privileges 
are stored for a role. It has two attributes: 
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RoleName varchar(30) NOT NULL - is a role name from the table ROLES 
which has the privilege listed in the second attribute. 

PrivName varchar(30) NOT NULL- is a PrivAlias from the table PRIVS. 

• SEN _JUN - This defined the is-junior relationship from the role graph. 

Senior varchar(30) NOT NULL - is the senior of the two roles. 

Junior varchar(30) NOT NULL - is the junior of the two roles. 

• ROLE_ USERS - This provides a link between users and the roles they are autho
rized to. 

RoleName varchar(30) NOT NULL - is a role from ROLES. The role can 
count among its users the userid in the second attribute. 

User Name varchar(30) NOT NULL- is the userid of a user from USERS that 
is in the role. 
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